National Mobilization to Stop Trump War on North Korea

Educating for Action

The U.S. and North Korea are on a dangerous path towards a military confrontation that could kill millions and engulf the world in a nuclear holocaust.

It's time for the U.S. peace movement to mobilize opposition to Trump's saber rattling and demand a diplomatic solution.

Trump has threatened, “to totally destroy North Korea,” and Secretary of Defense Mattis has told the U.S. Army “to be ready” for war. In response, North Korea says it has the right to shoot down U.S. strategic bombers - even outside their airspace in self-defense.

Timed with Trump's visit to Asia, a coalition of grassroots and national peace organizations are planning actions across the U.S. in our collective calls for peace and diplomacy with North Korea.

To bring the peace movement up to speed, we are hosting a series of online teach-ins on the historical roots of this conflict and what we must do now to avert war:

“Americans should understand vividly that we are on the brink of war with a regime in North Korea that—unlike in 1994—already possesses a nuclear arsenal of perhaps 20 weapons.”

-William Perry, US Secretary of Defense

Online Teach-Ins

10/12, 10/18, 10/25 & 11/1
Register now. Limited Capacity.

U.S.-NORTH KOREA STANDOFF 101: How Did We Get Here & How to Get Out?
Christine Ahn, Women Cross DMZ
Dr. Eleana Kim, University of California, Irvine
Tim Shorrock, Journalist for The Nation
Thursday, Oct 12th 7 pm EST
Link to Register

ECONOMIC WAR ON NORTH KOREA: Impact of Sanctions on North Korean People
Dr. Kevin Gray, Woodrow Wilson Center
Dr. Linda Lewis, American Friends Service Committee
Wednesday, Oct 18th 7 pm EST
Link to Register

ON THE BRINK OF WAR: Peace Activists in South Korea & Japan Respond
Speakers to be Confirmed
Wednesday, Oct 25th 7 pm EST
Link to Register

LETS TALK: Concrete Asks For Congress to Stop US War on North Korea
Erica Fein, Win Without War
Dan Jasper, American Friends Service Committee
Paul Kawika Martin, Peace Action
Wednesday Nov 1st 7 pm EST
Link to Register

Co-sponsored by:
www.womenscrossdmz.org